
UNIT 5 CAC KEY THEMES

Date: December 1, 2021
Time: 6:30 pm
Facilitator: Dayna Brown
Board Committee Members: Kentrica Coleman and Stan Gozur

Opening comments by Dayna Brown and Dr. Weikle.
Additional comments by Chris Coyle and Matthew Sorey of First Student.

The council’s perspective regarding busing/transportation, as follows…

What surprised you?
● The struggle for skilled drivers was well known, but what was surprising was the

increase in pay and bonus amounts to attract new drivers.
o Will First Student’s increase in operating costs be relayed back to the District?

● The daily number of drivers out (and routes uncovered) was surprising.  The idea that
it is an everyday challenge, realized just hours before morning routes begin.

● 11% of late routes seemed too high, especially for families habitually impacted.
● First Student’s offer to pick-up drivers from their residence if transportation to and

from work is unavailable.
● Some voiced that the District’s focus should be spent less on explaining/apologizing

for the issues and more on discussing ways to fix them.  Parents care what’s
happening within Unit 5, not at neighboring districts.

● When a suggestion for outside training (e.g. Heartland) was raised, one participant
shared they were surprised at how quickly the idea was dismissed.

What are the critical issues the District needs to address?
● Employee shortage:  drivers and office staff
● Habitually late routes disproportionately impacting the same households.
● Need timely communication to parents when bus routes are changed or delayed.

o What is my child’s bus number?  Does this message apply to my family?
o Particular dissatisfaction from families receiving special transportation.
o As cold/severe weather moves in, timely notification for a delayed bus route

or alternate bus stop location is essential for student safety.
● Concern regarding the high number of passengers on buses during the pandemic.

What does social distancing on a bus look like?  What does contact tracing look like?
o Mr. Coyle offered that First Student uses bus cams to help contact trace.
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What solutions do you suggest for the District to consider?
● Could First Student hire additional office staff to improve bus rerouting and parent

communication efforts?  The thought was that hiring office staff is likely an easier
task than hiring and training drivers.

● Can First Student look to utilize alternate/external driver training options that
perhaps lessen the time to licensure?

● Use MyStop tracker app to better inform families of delayed routes.
o Dayna offered that the FirstView app could soon become available for

on-time routes.  Further comment received that this would not really solve the
issue, as it’s the families with delayed routes that need timely updates.

● The District can do a better job establishing expectations with families by ensuring
the parents have a clear understanding of the District’s “If/When, Then” philosophy
as it relates to late busing.  For example, “If your child’s bus will arrive late to school,
then …” or “When your child’s route is uncovered, then …”.

● Determine actual ridership-based routes.
o Long-term view:  Could parents use an app each morning to request or

decline a bus that day (which, perhaps defaults to “Yes”)?  The results of which
could automate daily routes more efficiently based on actual ridership.

● Has the District exhausted their search to hire a 2nd busing provider?
● Has the District considered subsidizing households capable and willing to provide

their own transportation to and from school?
● Could the District help facilitate some type of framework (or app) to assist families

who want to carpool?  Would this present any liability issues?
● What gains can be found if the District modified the eligibility for transportation?

What is your reaction to any of the potentially drastic measures the District
could conceivably take to address its busing concerns?

● Regarding the idea of eliminating activity busing:
o Concerns of inequity for students who may not have access to transportation.
o Concerns for families already paying activity fees intended to cover bus costs.

● Regarding the idea of earlier start times in Elementary:
o Concerns that the start times (and, subsequently, pick-up times) are too early

already.  This would exacerbate the issue for some households.
o No pickup times prior to 6:45 am (which is still too early)!
o Revising pickup times could disrupt parents’ schedules  who’ve already locked

in their start times at work.
o Maybe stagger pickup times for some Elementary and provide Before Care?
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What is your reaction to any of the potentially drastic measures the District
could conceivably take to address its busing concerns? (continued)

● Other drastic considerations:
o Regarding the mentioned “drastic measures”, what does the District see as

the trade-offs?  Do the issues completely go away if these measures are
taken?  Or do the issues still linger (and/or shift to a different population of
families)?

o Could the District incentive coaches and activity sponsors to get their CDL, so
that they could drive buses to extracurricular activities?  If so, would buses be
available?

o Could the District incentive teachers to get their CDLs and permit them to
drive prior to and after their start times.  For example, Junior High teachers
running morning Elementary routes, or Elementary teachers running
afternoon Junior High routes.  (even if only as a sub driver)

o Could the District benefit from even more transit vans?
o Could the District offer a voluntary, virtual education option for students to

limit busing needs?
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